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Wrexham Primary School - From Mr. Mike Morris - Head Teacher
Thank you for fitting Crimeshield mesh to our windows over the Christmas holidays. As you are aware, we
were burgled on no fewer than five occasions over a six week period prior to the holidays. Since Crimeshield
has been fitted, we have had no trouble whatsoever. Not only is the mesh a very effective deterrent to
burglars, it also prevents the School windows and doors being vandalised which was an ongoing problem at
our School. I have recommended Crimeshield as an excellent product to my Head Teacher colleagues.

Widnes High School - From Mr. Jeff Hughes , Head Teacher
The Crimeshield product meets our needs in terms of providing effective security, not to mention peace of
mind, by protecting expensive school equipment and resources that are essential to everyday teaching and
learning. The product has many advantages over shuttering, not least a cheaper cost and the fact that time is
saved for our site team who would otherwise have to open and close shutters each day. Both the external
appearance of the product and the light allowed inside classrooms are surprisingly good and staff have been
very pleased with the outcome.

Warrington Primary School - From Mr. Malcolm King, Head Teacher
Until the installation of Crimeshield, our school was subject to constant vandalism and 'professional' break-ins
on a regular basis even though the school was alarmed. Since the installation of Crimeshield (now over 2
years ago) we have not had a single window broken or even an attempted break in. It is certainly true to say
that the product has virtually paid for itself already and that we will be reaping the benefits for years to come.
I would be most happy to recommend Crimeshield and Keytrak to any school - both are excellent !

Runcorn Primary School - From Mrs. C Howard, Head Teacher
The installation of Crimeshield to the front elevation of our building has proved to be highly successful in
fulfilling our aesthetic and security needs. The Crimeshield units reflect the original glazing style - few of our
parents have actually noticed them until it has been pointed out to them! Crimeshield has undoubtedly
prevented windows from being broken during the school holidays. Teaching and support staff report that the
Crimeshield units do not significantly cut down the levels of light and that they are unobtrusive.
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